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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

82 V CORDLESS SNOW THROWER 
Battery type ..................................................................................................82 V Lithium-ion
No-load speed ......................................................................................................1,900 RPM  
Working width ................................................................................................................22 in.
Clearing depth ............................................................................................................... 13 in.
Impeller size .................................................................................................................. 18 in.
Wheels .............................................................................................................................7 in.
Weight (without battery) .............................................................................................24.17 kg
Discharge distance ...........................................................................................................6 m

CONTENTS

Cold Weather Operation: Lithium Ion batteries can be safely used from temperatures ranging 
from -17 degrees to 45 degrees Celsius. NOTE: Do not store or charge battery outside. Battery 
must be charged and stored indoors prior to use of the snow thrower.
Battery may not properly start if its temperatures is -17˚C or lower. If unit does not start remove 
battery from snow thrower. Bring battery and charger in to a warm temperature area. Place 
battery on charger and allow to charge for 10 minutes to allow the battery to warm up. Once 
the charger light flashes green, the battery can be removed from the charger and installed in 
Snowthrower for use.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

W A R N I N G
Read all safety warnings and all instructions. Failure to follow all instructions listed below may 
result in electric shock, fire, and/or serious personal injury.

Save all warnings and instructions for future reference.
The term “power tool” in all of the warnings listed below refers to your mains-operated (corded) 
power tool or battery-operated (cordless) power tool.

• Read the operator’s manual carefully. Be thoroughly familiar with the controls and the 
proper use of the equipment.

• When servicing use only identical replacement parts. Replace or repair damaged cord.
• Walk. Do not run.
• Verify that the power tool is not in contact with anything before turning it on.
• Stay away from impeller openings at all times. Keep face, hands, and feet away from 

concealed, moving, or rotating parts.
• Be attentive when using the power tool, and stay alert for holes in the terrain and 

other hidden hazards or traffic.
• Turn the power tool off and remove battery from the tool when not in use, before 

servicing, when changing accessories, and the like.
• Do not operate the power tool if the guards, plates, and other safety protective 

devices are not in place.
• Do not operate the power tool near glass enclosures, automobiles, trucks, window 

wells, drop-offs, etc. without properly adjusting the angle of the snow discharge. 
Keep children and pets away from the work area.

• Use the power tool in daylight or in good artificial light. If using at night, turn on the LED 
lights and be aware of your surroundings.

• Avoid Accidental Starting - Don’t carry the power tool with finger on switch. Be sure 
switch is off when inserting battery.

• Use this power tool only for the purposes it was designed.
• Hold the power tool with both hands while it is in use. Keep a firm grip on the handles.
• Keep the impeller clear of debris.
• After striking a foreign object, turn the power tool off and remove the battery pack, 

and then inspect it for damage. Repair any damage before restarting and using the power 
tool.

• If the power tool starts to vibrate abnormally, stop the power tool immediately and 
attempt to determine the cause. Vibration is generally an indication of danger.

• Stop the motor and remove the battery pack whenever the operator is not in the 
operating position, before unclogging the impeller, and before making any repairs, 
adjustments, or inspections.

• Do not use on graveled surface unless the power tool is adjusted for such a surface 
in accordance with the operator’s manual.

• Keep Children Away– All visitors should be kept a safe distance from work area.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

• Dress Properly – Do not wear loose clothing or jewelry. They can be caught in moving 
parts.

• Wear rubber boots when operating the power tool. Do not operate the equipment when 
barefoot or wearing open sandals. Always wear substantial footwear.

• Operation of the power tool in the hand-held position is unsafe, except in accordance 
with the special instructions for such use provided in the operator’s manual.

• Keep guards in place and in working order.
• Don’t Force Power tool – It will perform better and safer at the rate for which it was 

designed.
• Don’t Overreach – Keep proper footing and balance at all times.
• If the power tool strikes a foreign object, follow these steps: 

i) Stop the power tool. Release the switch, remove the battery. 
ii) Inspect for damage. 
iii) Repair any damage before restarting and operating the power tool.

• Store Idle Power tool Indoors – When not in use, power tools should be stored 
indoors in dry, locked-up place – out of reach of children.

• Maintain Power tools With Care – Follow instructions for lubricating and changing 
accessories.

• Allow the power tool to run for a few minutes after clearing snow in order to prevent 
moving parts from freezing.

• Prevent unintentional starting. Ensure the switch is in the off-position before connecting to 
battery pack, picking up or carrying the appliance. Carrying the appliance with your finger on 
the switch or energizing appliance that have the switch on invites accidents.

• Disconnect the battery pack from the appliance before making any adjustments, 
changing accessories, or storing appliance. Such preventive safety measures reduce the 
risk of starting the appliance accidentally.

• Recharge only with the charger specified by the manufacturer. A charger that is suitable 
for one type of battery pack may create a risk of fire when used with another battery pack.

• Use appliances only with specifically designated battery packs. Use of any other 
battery packs may create a risk of injury and fire.

• When battery pack is not in use, keep it away from other metal objects, like paper 
clips, coins, keys, nails, screws or other small metal objects, that can make a 
connection from one terminal to another. Shorting the battery terminals together may 
cause burns or a fire.

• Under abusive conditions, liquid may be ejected from the battery; avoid contact. 
If contact accidentally occurs, flush with water. If liquid contacts eyes, additionally seek 
medical help. Liquid ejected from the battery may cause irritation or burns.

• Do not use a battery pack or appliance that is damaged or modified. Damaged or 
modified batteries may exhibit unpredictable behavior resulting in fire explosion or risk of 
injury.

• Do not expose a battery pack or appliance to fire or excessive temperature. Exposure 
to fire or temperature above 130°C may cause explosion. 

• Follow all charging instructions and do not charge the battery pack or appliance 
outside of the temperature range specified in the instructions. Charging improperly or 
at temperatures outside of the specified range may damage the battery and increase the risk 
of fire.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

• Have servicing performed by a qualified repair person using only identical 
replacement parts. This will ensure that the safety of the product is maintained.

• Do not modify or attempt to repair the appliance or the battery pack (as applicable) 
except as indicated in the instructions for use and care.

• Use only with Greenworks batteries: GL 500
• Use only with Greenworks Chargers: GC 400

GENERAL SAFETY RULES 
• Verify that the power tool is secure while transporting.
• Store the power tool in a dry area that will prevent unauthorized use or damage. Keep 

out of the reach of children.
• Keep handles dry, clean, and free of debris. Clean the power tool after each use. Refer to 

the Maintenance Section in this manual for more information.
• If the labels on the power tool become defaced or start to lift off, contact customer 

service at 1 (855) 470-4267.
• Keep these instructions in a safe place for future reference. Refer to them often, and use 

them to instruct other users. Anyone who uses this power tool must read these instructions 
carefully.

• Maintain the power tool with care. Follow the instructions for lubricating and changing 
accessories.

W A R N I N G
Use only Greenworks approved replacement batteries, other batteries may cause injury or damage 
to the snow thrower. 
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

The recommended ambient temperature range:

Item Temperature

Snow Thrower Storage Temperature Range -4 ˚F (-20 ˚C) ~ 158 ˚F (70 ˚C)

Snow Thrower Operation Temperature Range 1.4 ˚F (-17 ˚C) ~ 104 ˚F (40 ˚C)

Battery Charging Temperature Range 39˚F (4°C) ~ 104 ˚F (40 ˚C)

Charger Operation Temperature Range 39˚F (4°C) ~ 113 ˚F (45 ˚C)

W A R N I N G ( P R O P O S I T I O N 6 5 )
Using this product will expose you to a chemical known to the State of California to cause cancer. 
Using this product will expose you to a chemical known to the State of California to cause birth 
defects or other reproductive harm.
Some dust created by power sanding, sawing, grinding, drilling and other construction activities 
contains chemicals known to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm. Some 
examples of these chemicals are:

• Lead from lead-based paints,
• Crystalline silica from bricks and cement and other masonry products, and
• Arsenic and chromium from chemically-treated lumber.

Your risk of exposure to these chemicals varies depending on how often you do this type of 
work. To reduce your exposure to these chemicals, work in a well-ventilated area, and work with 
approved safety equipment, such as dust masks that are specially designed to filter out microscopic 
particles.



Some of the following symbols may be used on this product. Please study them and learn their 
meaning. Proper interpretation of these symbols will allow you to operate the product better and safer.

SYMBOLS
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SYMBOL DESIGNATION/EXPLANATION

V Voltage

A Current

Hz Frequency (cycles per second)

Wh Watt Hour - Energy Storage Capacity

Ah Amp Hour - Current Capacity

DC Direct current

Type or a characteristic of current

RPM Revolutions per minute

/min Revolutions, strokes, surface speed, orbits etc., per minute

Double-insulated construction

Indicates a potential personal injury hazard.

To reduce the risk of injury user must read and understand operator’s manual 
before using this product.
Always wear safety glasses with side shields that are marked to comply with 
ANSI Z87.1.

Wear eye and hearing protection.

STOP

STOP

Stop the motor and remove the battery before leaving the machine.

Thrown objects can ricochet and result in personal injury or property damage.

Keep feet out of impeller. Keep feet away from rotating impeller.

Keep bystanders a safe distance from the machine.

Stay away from moving parts. Keep all guards and shields in place.

Keep hands and feet away.

DANGER — keep hands away from the impeller. Do not use hands to unclog 
the chute.
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The following signal words and meanings are intended to explain the levels of risk associated 
with this product.

SYMBOLS

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

 

SERVICE
Servicing requires extreme care and knowledge and should be performed only by a qualified 
service technician. For service we suggest you return the product to your nearest AUTHORIZED 
SERVICE CENTER  for repair. When servicing, use only identical replacement parts.

W A R N I N G
To avoid serious personal injury, do not attempt to use this product until you have read this 
Owner's Manual thoroughly and understand it completely. If you do not understand the warnings 
and instructions in this Owner's Manual, do not use this product. Call the Toll-free Helpline  
(1 (855) 470-4267) for assistance. 

W A R N I N G
The operation of any power tool can result in foreign objects being thrown into your 
eyes, which can result in severe eye damage. Before beginning power tool operation, 
always wear safety goggles or safety glasses with side shields and, when needed, a 
full face shield. We recommend Wide Vision Safety Mask for use over eyeglasses or 
standard safety glasses with side shields. Always use eye protection which is marked 
to comply with ANSI Z87.1. 

SYMBOL SIGNAL MEANING

DANGER Indicates an imminently hazardous situation, which, if not 
avoided, will result in death or serious injury.

WARNING Indicates a potentially hazardous situation, which, if not 
avoided, could result in death or serious injury.

CAUTION Indicates a potentially hazardous situation, which, if not 
avoided, may result in minor or moderate injury.

CAUTION (Without Safety Alert Symbol) Indicates a situation that may 
result in property damage.
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KNOW YOUR SNOW THROWER

Fig. 1

Read this operator's manual and safety rules before operating your snow thrower. Compare 
the illustration in Fig. 1 to your snow thrower in order to familiarize yourself with the location of 
various controls and adjustments. Save this manual for future reference.

Battery cover

Chute-deflector handle

Wheel

Handle barBail lever

ImpellerScraper

Chute deflector

Quick-release
Lever

Safety switch 
button

Chute-rotation handle

LED 
headlights

Side rail

Rear handle
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

PART NAME FIGURE QTY.

Snow thrower 1

Chute deflector 1

Chute-rotation handle 1

Chute-rotation box screws 2

Chute-rotation box screw 
nuts 2

Discharge chute screws 3

Owner's Manual 1

PACKING LIST
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UNPACKING 

• Carefully remove the product and any accessories from the box. Make sure that all items 
listed in the packing list are included. 

• Inspect the product carefully to make sure no breakage or damage occurred during shipping. 
• Do not discard the packing material until you have carefully inspected and satisfactorily 

operated the product. 
• If any parts are damaged or missing, please call 1 (855) 470-4267 for assistance. 

W A R N I N G
If any parts are damaged or missing, do not operate this product until the parts are replaced. 
Failure to heed this warning could result in serious personal injury. 

W A R N I N G
Do not install the battery until assembly is complete. Failure to comply could result in accidental 
starting and possible serious personal injury. 

W A R N I N G
Do not attempt to modify this product or create accessories not recommended for use with this 
product. Any such alteration or modification is misuse, and could result in a hazardous condition 
leading to possible serious personal injury.

W A R N I N G
Do not allow familiarity with this product to make you careless. Remember that a careless 
fraction of a second is sufficient to inflict serious injury.

W A R N I N G
Do not use any attachments or accessories not recommended by the manufacturer of this product. 
The use of attachments or accessories not recommended can result in serious personal injury.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
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UNFOLDING/FOLDING THE SIDE RAILS (See Figure 2) 

NOTE: Do not attempt to start the snow thrower when the side rails are folded down.

• Your snow thrower is shipped with the side rails (1) in the compact, locked position.
• Open the quick-release levers (2) on both sides and gently pivot the side rails upwards until 

they come to a stop.
• Close the quick-release levers and then tighten the knobs (3) to secure the side rails in place.
• To fold the side rails, open the quick-release levers so that you can store the machine when 

not in use.

Fig. 2

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

1

2

33
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

INSTALLING THE CHUTE-ROTATION BOX (See Figure 3)
• Align the holes in the panel of the chute-rotation box (1) and the switch box (2).
• Put the chute-rotation box screws (3) through the holes.
• Tighten the chute-rotation box screw nuts (4) with a wrench (not included).

Fig. 3

3

1
2

4
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INSTALLING THE CHUTE (See Figure 4)
• Align the grooves of the discharge chute (1) with the slot on the chute housing.
• Push the discharge chute into position.
• Tighten the discharge chute screws (2) with a Phillips head screw driver to lock the discharge 

chute.

NOTE: Never operate the snow thrower without the complete discharge chute in place.

Fig. 4

       

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

Groove of the 
chute Slot on the chute 

housing

1

2
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TO INSTALL BATTERY PACK (See Figure 5)
• Open the battery compartment cover (1).
• Alight the battery (2) with the cavity in the snow thrower housing on the right side of the unit. (If 

standing behind the handles)
• Insert the battery into the right battery compartment to start the snow thrower. This snow 

thrower is equipped with a battery storage compartment to store an extra battery pack.
• Slide the battery down to lock it into position. The battery is fully inserted into the snow 

thrower when you hear an audible “click”.
• Close the battery compartment cover.

Fig. 5

TO REMOVE BATTERY PACK  (See Figure 5)
• Ensure that the impeller has come to a complete stop.

• Release your grip on the bail lever to stop the snow thrower.

• Press the battery release button (3). This will cause the battery to raise out of the tool slightly.

• Remove the battery pack from the snow thrower.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

1
2

3



OPERATION INSTRUCTION
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POWERING ON AND OFF (See Figure 6)
• To power on, first press the safety switch button (1).

• While pressing the safety switch button with one hand, use your other hand to simultaneously  
pull the bail lever (2) toward you. Once the machine powers on, release the safety switch 
button and proceed with operation. The snow thrower can only be started by pressing the 
safety switch button first, followed by squeezing the bail lever; reverse operation will not start 
the machine.

• To power off, release your grip on the bail lever.

Fig. 6

C A U T I O N
Do not attempt to override the operation of the safety switch button or bar lever. 

W A R N I N G
The operation of any snow thrower can result in foreign objects being thrown into the eyes, which 
can cause severe eye damage. Always wear safety glasses while operating the snow thrower 
and while performing any adjustments or repairs. 

W A R N I N G
Keep bystanders a safe distance from the machine.

INSPECT THE CLEARING AREA. Remove all stones, sticks, wire, bones, and other debris that 
might be thrown by the rotating impeller.

1

2



ADJUSTING THE CHUTE (See Figure 7) 
You can adjust the discharge chute (1) 180° to change the snow direction.
• Push the chute-rotation handle (2) forward to move the discharge chute to the left.

• Pull the chute-rotation handle (2) rearward to move the discharge chute to the right.

17

Fig. 7 

OPERATION INSTRUCTION

You can adjust the chute deflector (3) up and down to change the throwing distance of 
the snow.
• Push and hold the trigger (4) on the chute deflector.

• Move the chute deflector up to increase the snow distance.

• Move the chute deflector down to decrease the snow distance.

W A R N I N G
Do not force the chute so far forward that a gap appears between the deflector and the chute 
itself. Snow or other debris could be thrown through the gap and back at the operator, resulting 
in serious personal injury.

W A R N I N G
Do not adjust the chute deflector while the bail lever is engaged. Always release the bail lever 
before adjusting the chute deflector.

4

3

2

1



OPERATION INSTRUCTION

LED HEADLIGHTS (See Figure 8) 
Set the headlights (1) on:
• Push and hold the safety switch button (2).

• Pull the bail lever (3) in the direction of the handle bar to turn the headlights on.

• Release the safety switch button.

Set the headlights off:
• Release the bail lever.

Fig. 81
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OPERATING TIPS

W A R N I N G
If the Snow Thrower hits a foreign object while it is in use, the object could be thrown in the 
direction of the operator or a bystander. Thrown objects could cause serious personal injury. 
Keep the area to be cleared free of all foreign objects that may be picked up and thrown by the 
impeller.

• Keep the area of operation free of foreign objects that can become thrown by the impeller. 
Perform a thorough inspection of the area since some objects may be hidden from view by 
surrounding snow. lf the snow thrower hits an obstruction or picks up a foreign object during 
use, stop the snow thrower, remove the battery, remove the obstruction, and inspect the unit 
for damage. Repair or replace any damaged part before restarting and operating the unit.

• Keep children, pets, and bystanders away from the area of operation. Be aware that the 
normal noise of the machine when turned on may make it difficult for you to hear approaching 
people.

• When moving the snow thrower, use the wheels on one side as the pivot point. Slightly tilt the 
snow thrower on this pivot point to move it forward or backward.

• Start your clearing path outward, throwing snow in a back and forth motion. To clear in the 
opposite direction, pivot the snow thrower on its wheels. Make sure to overlap clearing paths.

• Note the wind direction. If possible, move in the same direction as the wind so that the snow 
is not thrown against the wind (and thus back onto you and on the just cleared path).

• Do not push the snow thrower with excessive force. You should push the machine gently and 
at a consistent speed in accordance with the unit's throw rate.

• Some parts of the snow thrower may freeze under extreme temperature conditions. Do not 
attempt to operate the snow thrower with frozen parts. If the parts freeze while the snow 
thrower is in use, stop the snow thrower, remove the battery, and inspect for frozen parts. Free 
all parts before restarting or operating the snow thrower. Never force controls that are frozen.

• When working on pebbles, gravel, or unpaved surfaces, avoid throwing loose surface material 
along with the snow by pushing down on the handle to raise the scraper at the base of the unit 
above the pebbles or gravel.

• Cold Weather Operation: Lithium Ion batteries can be safely used from temperatures ranging 
from -17 degrees to 45 degrees Celsius. NOTE: Do not store or charge battery outside. 
Battery must be charged and stored indoors prior to use of the snow thrower.

• If the Snow thrower does not start initially remove battery from snow thrower. Place battery on 
charger and allow to charge for 10 minutes. Remove from charger and install in Snowthrower 
for use. The start-up issue may be caused from the battery being too cold. To avoid this issue, 
ensure battery is stored in a dry cool place for storage and charging and leave indoors until 
ready for use. 

19
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MAINTENANCE

SERVICING
Servicing should be performed by a qualified technician. Replacement parts for this snow 
thrower must be identical to the parts that they replace. If repairs are necessary, contact the 
toll-free helpline, at 1 (855) 470-4267.

Note: Identify the left and right sides of the snow thrower when standing in the normal operating position.

W A R N I N G
If the battery pack is installed into the snow thrower, the snow thrower could start accidentally 
while the operator is performing maintenance on it, which could cause serious personal injury. 
Remove the battery pack before performing any maintenance.

STORAGE
• Run the snow thrower for a few minutes in order to melt any snow that may be left on the snow 

thrower.

• Wipe the snow thrower off with a dry cloth before storage. This will help prevent ice building 
up on the unit and parts freezing.

• Remove the battery and store it in a cool dry location, if possible. Charge the battery every six 
months when not in use in order to increase its life.

• Inspect the snow thrower thoroughly for worn, loose, or damaged parts. If any parts must be 
repaired or replaced, contact the Toll-Free Helpline, at 1 (855) 470-4267.

• Store the snow thrower in a clean, dry place. Cover it in order to provide added protection.

• Always store battery and charger indoors.

20
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MAINTENANCE

COLD WEATHER OPERATION (See Figure 9)
Lithium Ion batteries can be safely used from temperatures ranging from -17 degrees to 45 
degrees Celsius. NOTE: Do not store or charge battery outside. Battery must be charged and 
stored indoors prior to use of the snow thrower.

Unit may not start if its temperature is -17˚C or lower. If unit does not start:

• Remove the battery from snow thrower. 
• Place battery in the charger and ensure the charger is plugged in a warm area. Once plugged 

in the charging light will show solid RED, leave to charge for 10 minutes or once the charger 
light is flashing green or solid green, take the battery out of the charger and place it in the 
snowthrower for us. (See Figure 9)

• Remove the battery from charger and install in snow thrower for use.

Fig. 9

LED Light

NOTE: IF THE BATTERY IS TOO COLD THE CHARGER LIGHT WILL BE A SOLID RED 
COLOUR ONCE INSTALLED IN THE CHARGER.

BRING BATTERY AND CHARGER IN TO A WARM AREA FOR 10 MINUTES PLUGGED IN. 
ONCE CHARGER FLASHES GREEN IT IS READY TO BE TAKEN OUTSIDE AND USED IN 
THE SNOW THROWER.

Charging Fully 
Charged

Over 
Temperature

Charging 
Fault

LED STATUS DESCRIPTION
Blinking Green Charging
Solid Green Fully Charged
Solid Red Over Temperature
Blinking Red Charging Fault



MAINTENANCE
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REPLACING THE SCRAPER (See Figure 10)

W A R N I N G
Make sure to turn off the bail lever and remove the battery pack(s) before performing any 
maintenance task on your snow thrower.

NOTE: The scraper is located at the bottom of the impeller housing. Ensure that the battery is 
not installed in the tool.

• Turn the machine to its side.

• Remove the 5 bolts (2) below the deck that attach the scraper to the machine.

• Remove the worn scraper (1) from the machine.

• Install the new scraper.

• Install and tighten the bolts that you removed.

Fig. 10

1

2



MAINTENANCE
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REPLACING THE DIRVE BELT (See Figure 11)

W A R N I N G
Make sure to turn off the bail lever and remove the battery pack(s) before performing any 
maintenance task on your snow thrower.

• Remove the screws (1) on the drive belt cover (2).
• Turn the auger pulley (3) counterclockwise while you remove the remaining belt (4).
• Turn the new belt onto the pulleys.
• Install and tighten the screws that you removed.

1
2 43

Fig. 11



MAINTENANCE

REPLACING THE IMPELLER (See Figure 12)

W A R N I N G
Make sure to turn off the bail lever and remove the battery pack(s) before performing any 
maintenance task on your snow thrower.

• Remove the 4 sets of nuts and bolts on the middle steel plate.
• Remove the 4 sets of nuts and bolts on each side.
• Remove the impellers (1).
• Install the new impellers.
• Tigthen the 8 sets of nuts anf bolts that you removed.

4 sets of bolts nd nuts on each side 
(total of 8 sets)

4 sets of nuts and bolts on the middle 
steel plate

Fig. 12

24
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ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE BATTERY DISPOSAL

The following toxic and corrosive materials are in the batteries used in this tool battery pack: 
Lithium-Ion, a toxic material.

W A R N I N G  

Toxic materials must be disposed of in a specified manner in order to prevent contamination of the 
environment. Before disposing of damaged or worn out Lithium-Ion battery packs, contact your 
local waste disposal agency for information and specific instructions. Take the battery to a local 
recycling and/or disposal centre that is certified for disposal. If the battery pack cracks or breaks, 
whether it leaks or not, do not recharge it and do not use it. Dispose of it and replace it with a new 
battery pack. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REPAIR IT!

Follow these instructions in order to avoid injury and the risk of fire, explosion, or electric shock, 
and to avoid damage to the environment:

• Cover the battery's terminals with heavy-duty adhesive tape.

• Do not attempt to remove or destroy any of the components of the battery pack.

• Do not attempt to open the battery pack.

• If a leak develops, the electrolytes that are released are corrosive and toxic. Do not get the 
solution in the eyes or on the skin, and do not swallow it.

• Do not place batteries in regular household trash.

• DO NOT incinerate batteries.

• DO NOT place batteries where they will become part of any waste landfill or municipal solid 
waste stream.

• Dispose of batteries at a certified recycling or disposal center.

25
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TROUBLESHOOTING

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE SOLUTION

Side rails are not in 
position.

Knobs on the side rails 
and/or handle-clamp 
lever are not secured.

Make sure that knobs on the side rails are 
fully tightened and the handle-clamp levers 
are fully closed.

The snow thrower 
doesn't start.

The battery is not 
charged.

 Charge the battery by following the 
procedures in the battery and charger 
manual.

The switch is defective. Have the switch replaced by an authorized 
service center.

Battery is too cold.

Remove battery from snow thrower. Place
battery on charger and allow to charge for
10 minutes, until the LED light goes green. 
Remove from charger and install in snow 
thrower for use.

The battery is not 
attached to the motor.

Check the connection between the motor 
connector and the battery.

Battery may require 
service or replacement.

Call toll free helpline, at 1 (855) 470-4267 
or replace battery.

The charger LED is 
solid red when the 
battery is installed.

Battery is too cold.

Bring battery and charger in to a warm area 
for 10 minutes plugged in. Once charger 
flashes green it is ready to be taken outside 
and used in the snow thrower.

The motor is on, but 
the impeller does not 
turn.

The belt is damaged. Replace the belt (see the section entitled 
Replacing the Drive Belt).

The snow thrower 
leaves a thin layer of 
snow behind.

The scraper is worn.
 Inspect the scraper for wear or damage. 
Replace the scraper (see the section 
entitled Replacing the Scraper).
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LIMITED WARRANTY

GREENWORKS™ hereby warranties this product, to the original purchaser with proof of 
purchase, 2 year commercial power train warranty, 2 year commercial battery warranty against 
defects in materials, parts or workmanship. GREENWORKS™, at its own discretion will repair 
or replace any and all parts found to be defective, through normal use, free of charge to the 
customer. This warranty is valid only for units which have been used for personal use that 
have not been hired or rented for industrial/commercial use, and that have been maintained in 
accordance with the instructions in the owners’ manual supplied with the product from new.

**WARRANTY IS NOT TRANSFERABLE AND ONLY AVAILABLE TO THE ORIGINAL 
PURCHASER WITH ORIGINAL PURCHASE RECEIPT OR PROOF OF PURCHASE

2 Year Limited Power Train Warranty Coverage: 
• Motor
• PCB Boards
• Gear Box
• 2 years from the date of purchase (non transferable)

2 Year Limited Battery Warranty Coverage:
• Greenworks Commercial Battery Packs (GL 200, GL 250, GL 300, GL 400, 

GL 500, GL 900)
• 2 year from the date of purchase (non transferable)

60 Days Limited Wearable Parts Warranty Coverage:
• Bars
• Blades
• Guards
• Chains
• Bump Feed Heads
• Tines
• 60 Days from date of purchase (non transferable)
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LIMITED WARRANTY

Warranty Exclusions, Limitations and Rights:
1. All warranties may not be transferred by the consumer to any subsequent 

purchaser.
2. Parts or components not supplied by the warrantor, or parts or components that 

have been modified. 
3. Any failure resulting from the use of improper tools or improper repair procedures. 
4. Any failure or part that has become inoperative due to accident, impact, abuse, 

misuse, neglect, mishandling, dulling of cutting edges, or failure to operate the 
product in accordance with the information provided in the instruction manual 
supplied with the product.

5. Normal deterioration of the exterior due to use or exposure, and any repairs made 
necessary by normal wear, improper maintenance, improper lubrication, improper 
storage, dirt, abrasives, impact, moisture, water, rain, snow, rust, corrosion, 
varnish, or other similar conditions. 

6. Routine maintenance items such as lubricants, blade sharpening.
7. The unit, if it has not been operated and/or maintained in accordance with the 

owner’s manual.
8. Improper voltage for electric products and batteries that have been exposed to 

temperatures beyond those specified in the product’s instruction manual, batteries 
that have not been properly charged or batteries that have reached their useful life.  

 
Warranty, Technical or Parts & Service is available by calling our toll-free helpline @ 1 855 470-
4267 or visit our website www.greenworkscommercial.com.

TRANSPORTATION CHARGES: 
Transportation charges for the movement of any power equipment unit or attachment are the 
responsibility of the purchaser. It is the purchaser’s responsibility to pay transportation charges 
for any part submitted for replacement under this warranty unless such return is requested in 
writing by GREENWORKS™.
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EXPLODED VIEW
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PARTS LIST

NO. PART NO. QTY DESCRIPTION
1 RB311021495 1 KIT, DISCHARGE CHUTE CONTROL BOX ASSEMBLY
2 RB311031495 1 KIT, SWITCH BOX ASSEMBLY
3 RB333131495 1 KIT, UPPER HANDLE ASSEMBLY
4 RB341591495 1 KIT, RIGHT QUICK RELEASE LEVER FIX SHELL ASSEMBLY
5 RB341181495 1 KIT, LEFT QUICK RELEASE LEVER FIX SHELL ASSEMBLY
6 RB311041495 1 KIT, DISCHARGE CHUTE ASSEMBLY
7 RB341511495 1 KIT, STEERING GEAR ASSEMBLY
8 RB311181495 2 KIT, QUICK RELEASE LEVER ASSEMBLY
9 RB341691495 1 KIT, LEFT CONNECTION SLEEVE ASSEMBLY
10 RB333021495 1 KIT, LOWER HANDLE ASSEMBLY
11 RB341231495A 1 KIT, DECORATIVE COVER ASSEMBLY
12 RB341201495 1 KIT, CHUTE CAVITY ASSEMBLY
13 RB311111495 1 KIT, PULL PLATE ASSEMBLY
14 RB341251495A 1 KIT, RIGHT SIDE PLATE ASSEMBLY
15 RB311061495A 1 KIT, FRONT HOUSING ASSEMBLY
16 RB34103486B 2 KIT, 7‘’ WHEEL ASSEMBLY
17 RB311081495 1 KIT, WHEEL AXLE ASSEMBLY
18 RB311221495 1 KIT, UPPER COVER ASSEMBLY
19 RB341241495A 1 KIT, LEFT SIDE PLATE ASSEMBLY
20 RB362021495 1 KIT, LED PLATE, PLATE CONTROL BOARD ASSEMBLY
21 RB333061495 1 KIT, END CAP ASSEMBLY
22 RB311201495 1 KIT, IMPELLER ASSEMBLY
23 RB341271495 1 KIT, SCRAPER ASSEMBLY
24 RB361011495 1 KIT, MOTOR ASSEMBLY
25 RB333041495 1 KIT, DRIVE BELT COVER ASSEMBLY
26 RB342011495 1 KIT, DRIVE BLET
27 RB311091495 1 KIT, LARGE PULLEY
28 RB311191495 1 KIT, BATTERY PACK CAVITY ASSEMBLY
29 RB362031495 1 KIT, PCB BOARD
30 RB341211495 1 KIT, BOTTOM HOUSING ASSEMBLY



TOLL-FREE HELPLINE: 1 (855) 470-4267 

Greenworks Tools
PO Box 1238

Mooresville, NC 28115


